GRIZZLY COUNCIL

Members of Vital Ground’s Grizzly Council share a deep commitment to grizzly bear recovery. Their contributions to Vital Ground make a profound impact on the landscape, helping conserve thousands of acres of habitat. These extraordinary donors directly support wildlife conservation by providing the funding or land donation for crucial conservation easements and acquisitions. Grizzly Council members give philanthropic contributions of $25,000 or more, or donate land or conservation easements valued more than $100,000.

Amy and Israel Shapira
Andrea and Ellen Nasi
Andy Beerman and Thea Leonard
Anonymous
Banu Qureshi and Mike Jansa
Barbara L. Harris-West
Bill and Jean Moore
Brad Pitt
Brookfield AAZK Chapter
Bud Moore*
Carolyn Dobbs* and Russ Fox
Catherine Deans-Barrett
CGMK Foundation
Chicago Zoological Society
Christina Petrig
Clayton A. and Donna Struve
Colleen Coghlan
Cross Charitable Foundation
David and Tami Hirschfeld
David Cutler and Deb Girdler
Don Schmitz*
Donna Steadman Family Trust
Doug and Lynne Seus
Doug and Marcia Lee Berg*
Douglas A. Cluff*
Ed and Theresa Levert
Elizabeth A. Lendrum
Gary and Kathy Jones
Gary Landers
Gene and Patty Tingle
George and Brenda Brimhall
George and Emily Beck
Heart of the Rockies Initiative
Jack David Maertzweiler*
Jeff and Debi Augustyn
Jeff and Susan Bridges
Jennifer Aniston
Jim and Norma Fosgat
Joe Matza
John and Nancy Rudolf
John Herklotz
John Swallow and Lori Wolford-Swallow
Johnson Family Foundation
Kelly and Keith Johnson
Ken and Julie Jenkins
Larry and Helen Rasmussen*
Laura V. and Michael E. Alverson
Vincent Fontana, Jr.*
Liberty Godshall
Lon and Donna Merrifield
Lori B. Kirk
Mark and Carolyn Lawrence
Mary Ann Melvin
Maureen and Thom Mayer
Meggen and Brian Wilson
Melissa and Stuart Strahl
Metabolic Studio
Michael and Susan Powell
Michael Downs*
Mike Stevenson
Moeen Qureshi*
Montana Coffee Traders
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation
Oberweiler Foundation
Owens Foundation for Wildlife Conservation
Peter C. and Caroline C. Guynn
Richard Boughton
Robert Reinke*
Russ Jenkins/ Jenkins Family LLC
Sabina and Nazario C’d’e Baca*
Sally O. Smyth and Tom DeMarco
Sam Testa
Sig and Anne L. Weiler
Sou and John Barrett
Steven Segal
Andy Sponseller and Connie Poten
Texas Coffee Traders
The ALSAM Foundation
The Augustyn Foundation Trust
The Cinnabar Foundation
The Doris Duke Charitable Foundation
The Nature Conservancy of Canada
SILVERTIP LEGACY CIRCLE

The Silvertip Legacy Circle recognizes donors who make a lasting commitment to Vital Ground through wills, trusts, charitable gift annuities, or other planned gifts. By doing so, Silvertip Legacy Circle members ensure that future Vital Ground projects guarantee the survival of North America’s grizzly populations and biodiversity for generations to come.

Amy and Israel Shapira
Banu Qureshi and Mike Jansa
Carolyn Dobbs*
Catherine Hoss
Charlotte and Steven Heldstab
Cheryl L. Taleff Estate*
Colleen Coghlan
Cyndi Meuchel
Dan and Loraine Barnes
David and Carolyn Petersen
Debi Strong
Debra Rubeck
Don Schmitz*
Doreen Baleria
Doug and Lynne Seus
Doug and Marcia Lee Berg*
Douglas A. Cluff*
Douglas Sobey
Eveli Sabatie
Fran Spector
Gary Humbard*
Gary J. and Rita Wolfe
J.M. Leslie Henderson *
Jack David Maertzweiler*
Jeffrey Denton
Jerome Esposito
Jim Mount
John Herklotz
John Tagesen
Joseph Venus
Julia C. Angelopolus
Karl Berg
Kathryn S. Poe
Larry and Vivian Harvey
Larry Burke
Laura V. and Michael E. Alverson
Laureen Straw
LeAnn McRoberts
Linda Harris
Linnea Due
Lyle Gold
Lynn Anderson
Lynne M. Kramer
Mary Alison Ebert*
Mary Knishka
Melia Lewis
Melissa and Stuart Strahl
Michael Downs*
Michael J. and Chyriese M. Marentette
Mimi McMillen
Natalie Shuttleworth
Patricia Falabella
Patricia Minnick
Paulette Bandow-Kwak
Richard Baumann
Richard Boughton
Robert and Rosanne Stocker
Robert Jackson and Liz Lawson
Robert Reinke*
Robert Koons*
Ronda Ruderman O'Brien
Russ Fox
Sabina and Nazario C'de Baca*
Sandra J. Abraham
Shari and Steve Sutherland
Steve Thompson
Stormy Barton
Suzi Sheaffer and Brenda Armstrong
Tim Raines
Vincent Fontana, Jr.*

*Deceased
Vital Ground gratefully acknowledges the many donors, partners and members who supported our conservation work during the 2016-17 biennium. The following contributors gave $150 and above during the biennium.

**$100,000 and above**
- Donna Steadman Family Trust
- State of Montana
- The ALSAM Foundation
- Yellowstone to Yukon Conservation Initiative

**$50,000-$99,999**
- David Cutler and Deb Girdler
- Mary Ann Melvin
- Montana Department of Natural Resources
- Sou and John Barrett

**$25,000-$49,999**
- Andrea and Ellen Nasi
- Barbara L. Harris-West
- Chicago Zoological Society
- Cross Charitable Foundation
- Doug and Lynne Seus
- Johnson Family Foundation
- Kelly and Keith Johnson
- Montana Coffee Traders
- Sally O. Smyth and Tom DeMarco

**$10,000-$24,999**
- AGL Foundation
Anonymous Donor
Baker Mills
Brookfield AAZK Chapter
CGMK Foundation
Clayton A. and Donna Struve
George and Brenda Brimhall
Heart of the Rockies Initiative
Jeff and Debi Augustyn
John and Nancy Rudolf
Maureen and Thom Mayer
Melissa and Stuart Strahl
Montana Fish and Wildlife Conservation Trust
Peter C. and Caroline C. Guynn
Sharlot B. Battin
The Augustyn Foundation Trust
The Cinnabar Foundation
The High Stakes Foundation
The Martine and Dan Drackett Family Foundation
The Nature Conservancy
The Steele-Reese Foundation
Tom and Lynn Fey
Wally and Sandy Becky
Weeden Foundation
Yvon Chouinard

$5,000-$9,999
Debi Strong
Dept. of Fish, Wildlife and Parks
Gary Landers
John and Ellen McLean
Meggen and Brian Wilson
Richmond and Sarah Thomason
Sarah and John Graves
Scott Birmingham
The Broussard Charitable Foundation
Thornton S. Glide, Jr. and Katrina D. Glide Foundation
Young Living Essential Oils

**$2,500-$4,999**

Anonymous Donor
Barbara Bazzone and Joseph Shuster
Cadeau Foundation
Christopher E. and Theresa Houck
Clarissa M. Jonas
Clif Bar Family Foundation
Cyrus and Joanne Spurlino
David Rice
Deanna R. Summerly
Eric Bagelmann
Faith and William Pautler Family Foundation
Frank Clifford and Barbara C. Anderson
Gordon Phillips
Gregory Sobel
John and Elizabeth Hamann
Jonna and Doug Whitman
Kevin D. and Diane Stevens
Liberty Godshall
Lyle and Lisa Poncher, Poncher Family Foundation
Matthew and Marissa Ragon
Matthew and Rachel Dusek
Molly Bundy-Toral
Natural Resources Conservation Service
Peter and Susan Stevens
Robert and Kayte Simpson
Robert J. and Sandra G. Dreker
Russ Fox
Susan Rogers
Todd and Pamela Wyett
Tom and Kathy Edens
Tom and Teresa Quinn
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Victoria and Ray Wallick

$1,000-$2,499
Alyce Daniels
Amazon Smile
Amgen Foundation
Andy Beerman and Thea Leonard
Anne K. Dougherty
Annie Yackshaw
Banu Qureshi and Mike Jansa
Barry Schieber
Barton D. Whitman
Carlie Christensen
Carolyn Williams
Carroll and Annelle Ingram
Catherine Ives
Charles R. Neal
Charlie and Mary Lynn Eiseman
Charlie Williams
Cory L. Keller
Cory Steffenson
Danielle Cassell
David Piacquad
Debbie Pengry
Douglas Clark
Edward J. and Mary F. Chisak
Erik Fabian
Erika Brunson
Fran Spector
Gene and Patty Tingle
George D. and Nancy Melling
Glenn Sorenson and Lynn Perkins
Gregory and Shennon Murray
Guy Wallace
Jack Hanna
James Abbott
James G. and Joretta J. Stewart
Jamie and Rose Lockman
Jill Potter
Joanne and Andrew Hogan
Joe Brown
Joe L. and Sue N. Reina
John and Ciara Kennedy
John Hahn
John Hechtel
Jon Davison and Sally Cruikshank
Judith Boren
Julie and Clark McAlister
Karen Chickering
Kathie Broyles
Kathie J. Foote
Kathleen and Randy Robinson
Kevin D. and Anna M. Barrowclough
L. Byron Bull
Laura and Jim Johnson
Leslie Ann Mahr
Linda Miles
Linda Smith
Lynnette Lines
Mark Simon
Mary E. Goza
Mary Fleming
Mary Jean Hall
Morley and Deanna Golden
Nancy and Bill Coughlin
Nate and Liz Johnson
Noelle Domanico
Pegi and Doug Sobey
Penney Oncken
Peter and Gloria Sikes
Peter and Heidi Gatch
Peter Hoag
Ralph Beshears
Richard Gordon
Rick Potts
Robert and Helen Cionni
Robert Attenborough
Sheryl Keene
Sig and Anne L. Weiler
Susan M. Storcel
Ted Kerasote
Ten Spoon Vineyard
The Fanwood Foundation West
The Kreilick Family Foundation, Inc.
The Rosenthal Family Foundation
Theresa Young
Thomas Bihn
Towne Mailer
$500-$999
Amanda Mansfield - Sam and Abbey
Amy Alexander, Alabama Bison
Andrew Weigel
Beth Dutton
Brent Gardner
Bruce Tannehill and Gail Cleveland
Carla Machate
Carrin Buttrick
Chris and Charlotte Bradley
Craig Reece
Cyndi Meuchel
Dan R. Welcheck
David and Mary Dale Wesley
David Simpson
David Stewart
David Sweiger
Dennis McAvoy
Donald N. Leach
Donna Rowles
Dorothea Curran
First Interstate Bank
Frances D. Crowley
Gordon Hannon
Grant R. Rose
Greg and Alicia Johnson
Heidi Wendel
Herbert Ellis
Inez Rogatsky
Jack Capp
James and Shelly Moloney
Janet H. Sperry
Jeffrey and Debbie Gualco
John A. Burke
John and Olivia Ziegler
John Owen
Juan Pine
Kate Dernocoeur
Kelly Martin
Kevin H. Malon
Kim Davitt
Kirsten Schaefer
Kol Zarember
Les Dunbar
Linda S. Hamann
Loren H. Roby
Marianne Reese
Mark Chaffee
Matt and Amy Rudolf
Melissa A. Kling-Newberry
Michael and Dawn Norton
Michael J. and Christine Pugsley
Michelle and Anand Parekh
Mitch Theys
Monica Jungster and Chuck Brasen
Montana Wilderness Association
Mr. and Mrs. Onetto
Nancy and Gary Fichter
Noemi Vazquez
P.J. Norris
Pamula Parks
Peggy A. Tagesen
Penny Ronning
Philippe N. Vezina
Rebekah Wanger and Paul Key
Richard A. Fabian
Richard Boughton
Richard E. and Ruth Waltman
Robert C. Cohen
Robert Nixon
Ronald Barnak
Rose and Melvin Price
Ryan Lindsay
Sam Testa
Shelli G. Tobis
Susan L. Powell
Terry Serek
The Harold F. Ellington Family
The Mawhinney Enterprises, Inc.
Tim Raines
William and Phyllis Bouchee
Zoological Society of New Jersey, Inc.

$200-$499
A.L. and Debbie McEwen
Adam Dunsby
Alan Dahl
Albert Tschanett
Alex and Elizabeth Mitchell
Alexandra Shuford
Alison Taggart
Andrea Bonette
Angela Klinefelter
Ann Marie and Louis Marinaccio
Anne-Marie and Barry Hale
Annette Campbell
Barbara and Jay Horn
Beth Piburn
Betsy Hutcheson
Beverly Hansen
Beverly Lazar Davis
Big Sky Commerce
Binnie Bell
Bruce Faanes
Bruce Reynolds
Carl W. Vanstrum
Carla and Peter Flynn
Catherine Hoss
Cecil B. Wilson, M.D. and Betty Jane Wilson
Charles Janson
Charles Trost
Christina Rogers
Christine and Fred Hibberd
Clifton Oertli
Counter Assault
Cynthia A. Thompson
Cynthia B. Murphy
Cynthia Sloan
Dale and Lynn Carlson
Dariusz and Kim Nowak
Dave Campbell
David A Rubini
David and Kimberly Deist
David and Luanne Hansen
David and Susie Work
David Nead
Dawn Trecartin
Deborah Diehl
Deborah Schaeffer
Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation
Diane Clark Siburt
Diane Sipe
Dianne Hobbie
Dolores Sapiro-Swanson
Dona Upson
Donna Shephard
Donna Snow
Dorene Warner
Doug and Kelly Elwell
Doug Chadwick and Karen Reeves
Dr. Carol T. Cady
Dr. Joseph Weiss
Drs. Paula and Walt Mahoney
Dwight and Cheryl Johnson
Dwyline Kruger
Eddy White
Edward Carroll and Cheryl Ullman
Edward Dallas
Edward Helmer
Elizabeth Alden Hoyt
Elizabeth Berrien
Elizabeth Hoyt
Even T. Collinsworth, III
Five Cities Water
Franck and Maire Le Bihan
Fred and Sarah Jones
Gael Bissell and Rick Mace
Gary and Anita Kingsbauer
Gary J. and Rita Wolfe
George and Barbara Dersch
Jenny Crisp
Jim and Michelle Bingham
Jim and Terry Quinn
Jim Apken
Joan D. Ecker
Joe Hamlin
John and Sharon Reiter
John Angner
John Bottomley
John Maddocks
John R. Hayes
John R. Schleppegrell, Jr.
Joseph Finizio
Joseph Venus
Judith Dammel
Judith Hance
Judy Smith
Karen Klages
Karen Poor
Karl Berg
Karl Hrenko
Katherine Sylvester
Kathleen A. Gonnoud
Kathleen and Harold Soo Hoo
Kathy Woolcock
Kenneth Goebel
Kerry Foth
Kevin and Andrea Rhoades
Kevin Mitchell
Kimberly Payne
Kristen Bell
Kym Robert Bradshaw
Larry and Vivian Harvey
Larry Aumiller and Colleen Matt
Larry Kucharz
Laura Lieberman
Laura MacKay
Laureen Straw
Laurence and Ruth Kinsolving
Leonard and Carol Lutey
Leslie B. Jenal
Linda Myers
Linda Otermat
Lisa and Doug Robinson
Lisa and Steve Robertson
Lonnette Prather
Lou-Anne Amberg
Lydia F. Delman
Lyle Gold
Lynda Slutman
Lynne M. Kramer
M. Older
Margot Verhoek
Mark J. Mutz
Martin and Astrid McClean
Mary Ann Radley
Mary E. Knable
Mary L. Dresser
Mary R. Ayres
Matthew Brodeur
Medea Molick
Megan McLoughlin
Michael and Judith Bowker
Michael and Lauren O'Malley
Michael and Patsy Hanson
Michael Brumbaugh
Michael Smith
Mimi McMillen
Nanci Nugent
Nancy and Robert E. Pizzurro
Nancy Davis and Karl Hoerig
Nancy Reynolds
Oscar and Barbara Soule
Patricia Wagner
Paul and Bonnie Weiss
Paul Hehn
Paul Pawenski
Paul Stevenson and Megan Davis
Peter and Louise Riley
Peter Bergeron
Phillip Jones
Rahul Bhattacharyya
Ray R. and Geraldine G. Larson
Richard and Barbara Justice
Richard and Suzanne Hildner
Richard Kingsley
Richard Kocourek
Richard Oakley
Rick and Velvet Bradley
Rick Schoenfield
Rob and Pat Rose
Robert Brookman
Robert Carr
Robert Keiser
Robyn and Stephen Stoddard
Roger and Sue Lang
Rose A. Alford
Roxanne Roehl and Randall W. Stekly
Sabine Antonson
Sampson Lee
Sandra Kappeler
Sandra Schild
Sarah B. Stewart
Sarah Babicek
Scott and Kathie Amann
Scott and Kim Martini
Scott Deacon
Scott Paling
Scott Perkins
Serge G. Beaulieu
Shannon Drye and Russ Erickson
Shari & Terry Copenhaver
Sharon R. Hirshorn
Shawn Smith
Shirley and Christopher Clarke
Shirley Wodtke
Stanley Falkow and Lucy Tompkins
Stephan Hoog
Stephen K. and Mary Jo Brimhall
Steven and Marilyn Schmidt
Steven and Ursula McAllister
Steven Costion
Stewart M. Warren
Stormy Barton
Susan Spindler
Suzan E. Syrett
Suzanne M. Westgaard
Suzi Sheaffer and Brenda Armstrong
Ted Rechlin
Terry and Ronda O'Brien
Thekla Von Hagke
Theresa Ann Underwood-Lemons and Thomas Scott Lemons
Thomas F. Haensly
Thomas J. Powell
Thomas S. Zajac
Thomas W. Verne
Timothy Lacy
Timothy W. Sullivan
Tina Nutt
Tom Hart
Tom Toce
Tom Tomlinson
Tom W. Deveny
Trina Riggle
Valley of the Bears, Jean Bartell
Victoria Fleischer
Virginia Seale Watt
Wayne Kasworm
Will Harmsen
William Bode
William H. Clarke
William H. Lean
William Peabody
William Stephenson

$150-$199
Barbara Withum
Beverly Paulan
Bill and Jean Moore
Bob and Nell Harvey
Bob Anderson
Brad and Jennifer Bennett
Bruce Margolius
Carl and Mary Hanson
Carol Jennings
Catherine Wray
Clark Spoden
Dave Prinz
David Anson
David Blosser
David Weaver
David White
Deborah L. Morrow
Dr. George Schaller
Dr. Ravel F. Ammerman
Duncan Clarke
Eric Hyman
Eric Jones
Franklin and Joan Lamb
Fritz Clark
Gaetano and Nicoletta Di Pietro
Ginger Fletcher
Glenn Stewart
J. L. Strickler
Jack and Karen Armstrong
Jane Rich
Janet H. McLaughlin
Jeffrey Denton
Jeffrey Starkey
Jeffrey Young
Jim and Maureen Love
Jim Finch
John Kane
John L. Varga
Joyce Ehresman
JP Morgan Chase and Co.
Karen Belser
Kathleen D. LeFauve
Kathy Doyle
Kelly Nace-Jindrich
Kerry M. Smith
Kevin Allman
Kevin Ryle
Larry Lasker
Lawrence and Floran Kepic
Les and Rita Marcum
Lisa Upson
Lloyd W. Reedy
Louis Weinbeck
Marilyn Redwine
Mark and Dawn Wagner
Mark Seal
Mary Young
Michael and Rosemary Joslin
Michael Dax
Michele Melander
Nahum Hendershot
Normandie Mindheim
P.K. Iler
Pascha Campbell
Patricia and Ronald Cachopo
Patricia and Wayne Stokes
Patricia Gilliland and Debra S. Miller
Paulette Bandow-Kwak
## Business Partners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kodiak Cakes</th>
<th>Ten Spoon Vineyard + Winery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Montana Coffee Traders</td>
<td>Young Living</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Supporting Businesses
- Amazon Smile
- First Interstate Bank
- Five Cities Water Systems
- J.P. Morgan and Chase
- PPS Roofing
- The Mawhinney Enterprises, Inc.
- Towne Mailer

## Supporting Artists
- Derek Reich/Zöoprax Productions
- James T. Smith
- Jamie Scarrow Photography
- Jim Cole Photography
- Joseph S. Venus Art
- Larry Aumiller
- Philip DeManczuk
- Lance Schelvan Photography
- Mike Cavaroc Photography
Monte Dolack Gallery
Robert Scriba Photography
Thomas D. Mangelsen

**In-Kind Partners**
Bear Aware LLC
Bridge Street Cottage
Dave and Cindy Harper
Gary Silberberg
Google AdWords
John Herklotz
Knight Inlet Lodge
Knob Hill Inn
Lamar Advertising
Lance and Lois Schelvan
Mary Fryer
Stewart Schall
TechSoup
Towne Mailer
Wasatch Rocky Mountain Wildlife
Wipfli, LLP